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K&F Concept ND filter set (8/16/32/64) for DJI Air 3
Create breathtaking shots with your DJI Air 3 drone. Created especially for this model, the ND filters by K&F Concept will give you even
better image quality and fantastic results! Their installation will not be a problem for you - now you will be ready to record in no time! At
the same time, they are very durable and lightweight - they won't overburden the drone or affect its flight stability.
 
Even more beautiful shots from the air
The set includes 4 different filters for DJI Air 3 - ND8, ND16, ND32 and ND64. You will  successfully use them in various scenarios! The
ND8 filter (3 stops) will work well on a cloudy day, and the ND16 filter (4 stops) is perfect for filming in ordinary daylight. If you plan to
record in strong, bright light, bet on an ND32 (5 degrees) or ND64 (6 degrees) filter - the results will exceed your expectations!
 
Improved design
The included filters were designed specifically for the two lenses of the DJI Air 3 drone, and they fit perfectly and are light enough not to
affect  its  performance in  any  way.  They  are  also  distinguished by  their  thin  design  (only  about  6  mm) and simple  installation.  At  the
same  time,  the  filters  are  scratch-resistant,  and  thanks  to  the  multi-layer  coating,  no  water  droplets  or  dust  settle  on  their  surface,
making them much easier to clean.
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Included
ND8 filterND16 filterND32 filterND64 filterStorage box
 
ManufacturerK&F ConceptModelSKU.2063MaterialAGC optical glass + aircraft aluminumCompatibilityDJI Air 3

Preço:

€ 50.00

Drony, Akcesoria do dronów, Filtry do dronów
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